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Reiko Inaba

Species: Jiyuuian
Gender: Female
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Reiko Inaba
Age: 1 Year and Four months

Zodiac Sign: Leo
Height: 4'10” / 149 cm
Weight: 94 lb. / 42kg.

Organization United Outer Colonies Peacekeeping Forces
Rank Master Petty Officer

Occupation Weapon Operation
Current Placement UCS Akaramu

Reiko's current theme is: Paralizer, Finger 11

General Information

Species: Jiyuuian

Gender: Female

Age: 1 year, 4 months

Family / Creators: Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Employer: UOCPF

Occupation: Weapon Operation

Rank: Master Petty Officer

Current Assignment: UCS Akaramu

Physical Characteristics

Height: 4'10“ (149 cm)

Weight: 94 lbs (43 kg)

Measurements: 35-22-34 in (89-55-86 cm)

Bra Size: 34C

Build and Skin Colour: Reiko has a somewhat athletic build, and light muscle tone. She also has a creamy
white complexion.

Facial Features and Eye Colour:From her oddly hued light jade green hued eyes to her delicately pointed
nose, and cheekbones, to her rosy red lips framed in that creamy white smooth skin, Reiko is an eerily
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beautiful girl. However, her face is almost always devoid of expression, and the only emotion seems to
only show in her eyes.

Hair Colour and Style: Reiko's hair is glossy black and straight, with dark red streaks running through it.
Its length is about to the middle of her back.

Distinguishing Features: Her odd eye color tends to lend a somewhat creepy air about her. Usually wears
the Star Army Intelligence version of the bodysuit uniform, but has been known on occassion to wear the
dress uniform.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality:Reiko is a very quiet person, only choosing to speak when needed. However, on rare
occasions she has been known to converse with others. She is also fairly observant, and calculating of
her's and other's situations.

She shows little to no emotion, on the surface anyways. Also there is the distinct lack of a like of seeing
blood, however she has no qualms at shedding it. To just about everyone that hasn't met her (or spent
much time with her for that matter) she will come off cold, and emotionless, somewhat of the atypical
cold-blooded killer role. If this is merely an act, or simple truth, no one knows as she tends to keep this
honed to perfection.

Likes:Music, Poetry, Flower Arrangement, Art, Reading, Wine.

Dislikes: Carelessness, Arrogance, Failure, Being unable to properly express her feelings.

Goals:To serve the empire to the best of her abilities.

History

Reiko began her life like most NH-27's however, as she was slated to join the ranks of the Ketsurui
samurai, she was pulled from the list, and inducted into SAINT. Since then her life has been filled with
training, and not to mention training missions. However, with her training now completed, SAINT has
decided it was time to assign her to a ship.

Skills

Communication:Reiko is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from others through headsets, starships, power armor, and
shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Your character is fluent in English, (and if a
Nekovalkyrja, Japanese) along with a few other languages. She can speak and write them correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.
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Fighting:Reiko received extensive hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training
program. She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity,
with and without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols , energy rifles including solid
round rifles; knives, and power armor. She is also more then proficient with bladed weaponry, and a few
exotic weapons .

Technology Operation:Reiko is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS,
found on all Star Army starships. She is fairly proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics:Reiko received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Art and Vocations: Every person needs a hobby, at least in her eyes. Reiko has been exploring art in a
few of its forms, namely painting, sculpting, and a few different musical instruments (mostly belonging to
the string family).

Rogue:One of the areas Reiko excels at. She's learned the art of seduction due to her job making it a
valuable tool in some cases. Another skill that comes in handy is infiltration, as such, Reiko has devoted
time and energy into learning this art. And to some degree infiltrating, and lock picking go hand in hand,
it is for this reason Reiko chose to pick up this skill, and is somewhat skilled in it.

Survival: Every good field agent should know the basics of survival on her own. If not she'll die. For this
reason Reiko learned to hide herself using either her optical camouflage, or materials in the surrounding
area, making her a very hard person to find.

Current Possessions

UOCPF Standard Issue Kit

1 Zen Arms 10 mm Covert Ops pistol (with the silencer at it's side.)
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